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What is your response to the specific questions posed by the petitioner in her written 
submission PE1335/G? 

The questions posed by the petitioner in the written submission PE 1335/G seem to 
all be directed toward the Scottish FA. However, as stated in previous written 
responses, SDS remains committed to the full inclusion of all athletes with a 
disability when appropriate for the individual athlete in question. SDS will work in 
partnership with the Scottish FA to provide the best possible access to participation, 
competition and training programmes with the resources at our disposal.  

What targets do you have in terms of developing opportunities and resourcing 
grassroots football for all players with disabilities? What evidence do you have 
to indicate the progress you are making with this aim?  

SDS in partnership with the Scottish FA writes an annual Performance Plan for the 
development of disability football in Scotland. This is an integral element of the 
sportscotland investment for the funding of SDS activities. This annual plan contains 
objectives, actions and performance indicators for the three key areas of Participant 
Development, Coach Development and Squad & Player Development. The Scottish 
FA also has in place a four year strategic plan for the development of disability 
football in Scotland, “Hitting the Target 2006 – 2010 the future of disability football”, 
which contains objectives, outcomes, milestones and targets appropriate to the 
national governing body. The Scottish FA plan was written in close partnership with 
SDS and a new plan is due to be written in 2011.  

Through the monitoring and evaluation of both the SDS and the Scottish FA plans it 
is evidence that great progress has been made since the process was initiated in 
2006. The following are some examples of the progress made: 

• Scotland now has a National Development Manager – Disability, funded and 
employed by the Scottish FA and an Assistant National Football Development 
Officer – Disability, funded by the Scottish FA and sportscotland and 
employed by SDS in post 

• International squads for Cerebral Palsy/stroke/acquired brain injury 
(CP/S/ABI) and learning disability (under 19 level) have been established 

• The CP/S/ABI national squad have competed at CPISRA World 
Championships, World Cups and European Championships 



• 4 Scottish CP/S/ABI players were selected to represent GB at the Paralympic 
Games in Beijing in 2006 and there are currently 7 players on the long list for 
the London Games in 2012. 

• Scotland hosted the CPISRA Football 7 a side European Championships in 
Glasgow during 2010 with the home team finishing in 5th place 

• The CP/S/ABI and Learning Disability Under 19 Development Squads 
compete annually in Home Nations Championships against England, Northern 
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland 

• A National Centre for Disability Football has been established in Stirling with 
participation, development and national squads involved 

• Access to regional coaching centres and regional competitive opportunities 
have been established and 5 regional squads are in place across Scotland 

• A regional schools structure has been established for players with learning 
disabilities with 4 regional leagues now in place 

• Coaching is being delivered to ASN schools/units through Soccer 1 funding  

• A nationwide programme of roadshows and inclusive festivals have been run 
to support player recruitment and promote opportunities to participate 

• Impairment specific developments have taken place for players with visual 
impairments and wheelchair users 

• Ongoing support has been provided to the Deaf Football community  

• A dedicated coach education module “Coaching Footballers with Disabilities” 
has been established 

The progress made within the sport of football in recent years has been remarkable 
and is down to the robust and unique partnership that exists between the Scottish FA 
and SDS. However, this partnership does have inherent weaknesses which currently 
threaten the sustainability and further development of the sport.  

The success of the above programmes is totally reliant on the existence of the 
National Development Manager – Disability post and the Assistant National Football 
Development Officer – Disability posts. Should these posts cease to exist for any 
reason then there is no doubt that the disability football programme in Scotland 
would be adversely affected. All partners must work to ensure the continuation and 
development of these posts. 

The current financial climate is also threatening the sustainability of the progress 
made in recent years. SDS has recently lost the support of two external funders both 
of who supported elements of the disability football programme. Efforts are being 



made to replace this funding within SDS but this is proving to be a difficult 
undertaking. However, should funding from the Scottish FA be reduced in the future, 
this would have an additional impact and would probably result in the Scottish 
programme being unsustainable.  

There is no doubt that the disability football programme in Scotland has been one of 
the biggest success stories for SDS in recent years and this is largely due to the 
strong partnership that has been forged with the Scottish FA.  

 

 


